SARGE Overview


SARGE is a privately owned South African company that Develops, Constructs and Operates wind
projects in South Africa



Based in Cape Town, is one of the South Africa’s pioneers in wind and Solar energy (PV) developers,
having sold 500MW wind developments to RES (UK) and EGP and developed more than 500 MW wind
and solar projects.



SARGE (South African Renewable Energy) began its activity in 2008 with the development of the Karoo
Renewable Energy Project, a project that comprised 300 MW of wind and 50 PV, being therefore one
the pioneers of the renewable energy market in South Africa



In 2011 SARGE signed a join venture with Gestamp Wind to develop a portfolio of wind projects in 5050 basis, with the commitment of giving the majority to GW once the projects reached the final stage



With a minority stake in the projects, SARGE provides local support to ensure the compliance with the
South African regulations and the idiosyncrasy of the country and market.
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SARGE Overview


Experience in prospecting wind projects in Europe (Scotland, Belgium and Ireland), including Due
Diligences and financial feasibilities of existing projects



SARGE and Gestamp Wind have developed together a wind portfolio of more than 500 MW in South
Africa which can guarantee the participation in future bids with 242 MW today ready for submission in
the REIPP program



SARGE has had an active involvement in all the phases of wind projects in South Africa, including
development, financial, PPA signing, construction and operational phases, being Noblesfontein Wind
Farm a clear example of its capabilities and expertise in these areas.



SARGE is committed to assisting the local communities benefit to the fullest extent from the
investments



SARGE works in affiliation with Noa Construction, a local Balance of Plant company, which means any
BoP concerns are addressed with a quick and efficient response time.



Proudly 100% South African entity, SARGE represents the perfect example of being a pioneer player
able to partner with international players and drive projects to success in the SA market. It has
successfully developed more than 200 MW all the way to the operational phase, proving therefore its
readiness to become the first South African entity to have the majority stake in a wind project.
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